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Theres also the poorly edited, misogynistic, irresponsible and antisocial sociopathic snapchat videos of the
members of this particular community who are seeking to pass off as their child in order to stalk or offend Lolita

herself. Often they say things like, youre disgusting, how could you touch me? Well she did and look what you did
to her. Lolita frequently replies by laughing and telling them theyre such horrid little people with an attitude

problem. Never forget its always and only a he who is doing this and he is responsible for his actions. Lolita Young
isnt running from this story. She understands its meaning, she understands why it turned her into a feminist and
she wants to help others learn more about it too. She wants to give women a voice, show people that women are
capable of doing the same things men are doing, and to help victims of stalking realise theyre in no position to
debate the issue because the offender is the one responsible. How can you say no to that? The community of
~lolitas~*~ are often viewed as pitiful, but the majority of its members are teenage girls. The sexualization of

teenage girls and women is rampant today, and it has become so normalized that we rarely question it. Celebrities
routinely wear little or nothing on their bodies and are judged on their bodies. We all know how it ends: with their

careers ruined, their mental health shattered, and their lives forever changed. One thing I love about this
community is that its completely positive. We have messaged each other and asked for advice, weve talked about
being ridiculed and criticized, but theres never been a negative outlook on the community. I am still uncomfortable
with the subject of Lolita, but i have learned a lot and changed a lot about my life. I wouldnt say I have ruined my

life or anything like that, if anything Ive gained a lot of insight and strength.
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although most critics have praised nabokovs writing as being masterful and stylistically savvy, others have said he
was a psychopath, a misogynist and an exploiter of female innocence. for example, elizabeth hardwick dismissed

lolitas complexity and disquiet for being reminiscent of tropic of cancer, but when questioned why she disliked
lolita, she said that she disliked nabokov for taking pleasure in doing the things that other people do with children,
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and for rendering the relationship between humbert and lola as specifically sexual, as opposed to literary in her
book the sacred journey of little girls. i think its worthwhile to address hardwick on this point. it has to be noted
that the book was not considered controversial when it first came out. there were two reviews in the new york
times, one positive and one negative. the positive review, by robert giroux, appeared in the march 15, 1955

edition of the times book review. giroux wrote that he was impressed by the novel, but that it wasnt exactly a love
story between humbert and lolita, but rather a story that explores the roots of eroticism, the world of man, and the

tangled ways of animals. according to giroux: it also appears that there is more than one character in the novel.
dolores haze is indeed a complex fictional creation, and she is what makes the novel so fascinating. yet, in

derrida’s reading, lolita is built upon a series of oppositions. she can be split between the passive, submissive,
repressed, feminine, angelic being, the ego ideal of the male libido, on the one hand, and the sexually active,

passionate, proactive, masculine, lustful woman, on the other. neither fully feminine nor fully masculine, derrida
claims, lolita is what derrida calls a phallus, an in-between entity that can represent both. derrida compares lolita
with karl marx, mary wollstonecraft and sigmund freud to represent the three species of femininity: the feminine
narcissist, who idealizes her own mother, the masochistic femininity, who idealizes her father, and the feminine

bisexual, who would prefer to choose which parent she idealizes. 5ec8ef588b
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